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Background
Academic
• Undergrad maths at Cambridge
• PhD Computer Science at Imperial: machine learning
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Commercial
• Imense Ltd founded in 2004
• Beta website launched at BAPLA, 
May 2008
• New product launches coming soon
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What it does
Automatic image classification and recognition:
“search inside the picture”
Regions: sand, skin, sky, hair, glass
Scenes / concepts: beach, market, basketball, Christmas
Face recognition: age, sex, ethnicity
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Applications
 automated analysis and retrieval of un-annotated images
 improved retrieval of pre-annotated images
 automated image annotation (“keywording”)
industry needs: media, advertising, satellite imaging ...
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Problems with metadata
manual image annotation:
• expensive and tedious
• inconsistent and error prone
• language-specific
• homonymy: keywords can be ambiguous
• no spatial context
• not object-specific
• binary: no relevance assessment
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The future
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The Imense approach
Manual image annotation:
• expensive and tedious
• inconsistent and error prone
• language specific
• ambiguous keywords
• no spatial context
• not object-specific
• no relevance assessment
Automated image analysis:
• automated, therefore cheaper
• consistent and probabilistic
• language independent (concepts)
• clear semantics
• spatial localisation
• object specific
• relevance is quantifiable
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How it works
• many thousands of labelled images as training data
• machine learning / statistical classifiers
• rich semantic and visual ontologies
• ontology-based query language
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Image analysis
Pixels
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Image retrieval
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Scalability
Image analysis and classification is
• computationally expensive
• easy to parallelize (at the image level):
no interdependencies, no hard scheduling requirements
The High-Energy Physics (HEP) community has created a 
worldwide computing Grid to meet the requirements of the 
Large Hadron Collider at CERN.
This Grid provides access to tens of thousands of CPUs, with 
UK participation through the GridPP collaboration
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Grid Computing – CERN data centre
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Grid computing: overview
Collaboartion  with the Cambridge eScience Centre and the HEP 
group at the Cavendish (Prof Andy Parker)
Have access to CamGrid, GridPP (UK),
      and EGEE (Europe) grids
About 100,000 CPU, 100 PB of storage
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Grid computing – software infrastructure
The Cambridge HEP group has contributed in building Ganga 
for managing computer jobs and simplifying use of the Grid
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Grid computing – imense collaboration
Results so far:
• 5 million images processed
• 6000 jobs completed
• Scalability to >10 million 
images/month
• Ported middleware to non-
SL Linux
• Improvements to Ganga 
(features + usability)
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Thanks!
